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When Did We Stop Changing  
Spark Plugs?
When I was a young man, one of the reasons I decided to become a professional auto mechanic was due to the yearly 

tune up. Showing my age here, in 1973 a typical car needed an annual tune up including belts, coolant change, spark 

plugs, possibly a distributor cap and rotor, ignition points and some timing and carburetor adjustments. I figured with all 

this built-in maintenance, a job as a professional technician would always be in demand.

The “100,000 
Mile” Tune Up
In the early 1990s, a major car company began 

advertising “100,000-mile” tune ups. Was it real? Yes, 

it was because of the DIS ignition technology and the 

spark plugs we developed for them. This was the advent 

of double platinum spark plugs from Autolite. They really 

did last 100,000 miles with little to no gap growth. This 

was heavily advertised by the automaker to the point of 

convincing consumers that all cars have a 100,000-mile 

spark plug change interval. This has really caused a shift 

in spark plug replacement recommendations by repair 

shops. We have gone from recommending spark plug 

replacements at the OE change intervals to not  

changing them at all until the car is running poorly. 
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What Happens 
When They 
Do Not Get 
Changed?
What happens when a spark plug is left in the engine 

beyond its service life? I will use the mid-2000 model year 

Dodge trucks as an example, as this is what I frequently 

saw in my shop, usually towed in. As you know, these 

engines are dual plug with DIS ignition (later models used 

iridium spark plugs). They have a 32,000-mile change 

interval because early versions used copper core spark 

plugs. Many owners are under the misconception that 

they have a 100,000-mile change interval. As the spark 

plug gap opens up from wear due to arc erosion, the 

voltage required to fire the spark plug goes up. When it 

exceeds the coils ability to supply the required voltage, 

misfires occur. We would see these trucks driven pretty 

much until they quit running or ran so poor the owners 

had to bring them in. It always hurts when you have to 

explain that if they brought in the truck for a routine plug 

change at the required interval, all that would have been 

required was a simple plug change. In fact, they could 

have been upgraded to Autolite Iridium XP spark plugs 

and then could go 100,000 miles between changes. 

In the worst cases on these trucks, they suffered coil 

failures, converter failures and more, driving the repair bill 

to nearly $2,000 all because of simply ignoring the OE 

manufacturer’s spark plug change interval.
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Change Intervals
The average age of a car on the road is now 11.6 years. That means the majority of your customers cars are either 

due for a spark plug change or actually way overdue. I recently ran into a guy with a 2007 Toyota 4Runner that had 

172,000 miles and still had the OE spark plugs. He said it ran fine, but upon further questioning, it was starting hard 

and his fuel economy had dropped off. Take a look at this chart of 2007 model cars and you can see that many have 

change intervals far less than 100,000 miles. Why are they less than 100,000 miles?  You can go all the way back to 

the early 1990s and find vehicles that do have 100,000-mile change intervals. There are many reasons. Some OE’s 

decided to use copper core spark plugs to save cost. Others feel best performance is preserved by changing spark 

plugs at 60,000 intervals. This is especially prevalent on small engines with high output or even larger engines that are 

supercharged or turbocharged.

Acura 105K Kia 100k

Audi 55k Land Rover 4.0 45k

BMW 100k Land Rover4.4 52k

Buick 100k Lexus 120k

Cadillac 100k Lincoln 90k

Chevrolet 100k Mazda 60k

Chrysler 100K Mini SC 60k

Dodge 30k Mini 1.6 100k

Dodge Truck 30k Mercedes 90k

Ford V8 100k Mitsubishi 60k

Ford V6 60k Nissan 105k

Ford Truck V8 100k Pontiac 100k

Ford Truck V6 60k Porsche 60k

Honda 110k Saab 60k

Hyundai 60k Saturn 100k

Infinity 105K Suzuki 60k

Isuzu 102k Toyota 120k

Jaguar 100k Volkswagen 60k

Jeep 30k Volvo 60k

2007 MODEL CARS
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Spark Plug Types And Service Life
Let’s take a look at the different spark plug types and how long they can last. Copper core spark plugs have been 

around for a very long time and are still used in some vehicles made 11 years ago. In fact, we as technicians and 

many DIYers are still installing copper core spark plugs in vehicles where they are not original equipment. Why? It 

seems that with many, cost is an issue. Copper core spark plugs are very inexpensive, but it’s never a good idea 

to replace a double platinum or iridium spark plug with a copper core spark plug. If you replace double platinum 

or iridium spark plugs with copper, you will usually end up with a dissatisfied customer. Copper core spark plugs 

typically have a maximum life of 32,000 miles. If your customer’s original double platinum or iridium spark plugs lasted 

100,000 miles and you replace them with copper, imagine his/her dissatisfaction when they need to be replaced 

again at 32,000 miles. 

Next up is the single platinum spark plug. This is the same as a copper core plug with a platinum ball welded to the 

center electrode. Installing a single platinum plug in place of a copper core spark plug will result in a 50-60,000 mile 

service life, a nice upgrade for your customer.  

From here we go to the double platinum spark plug. GM was the first company to release vehicles with a DIS or 

Waste Spark ignition. Ford quickly followed. These ignitions offered improved performance, but were really tough on 

spark plugs due to the reverse firing nature of half of the spark plugs. The answer was double platinum spark plugs, 

which have a platinum ball welded to both the center and side electrodes. This provides excellent durability with very 

little gap growth up to 100,000 miles. Vehicles with DIS ignitions should always have plugs replaced with double 

platinum spark plugs. 

PLUG SPECS
Plug Type Service Life Upgrade

Copper core 32k Single Platinum or Iridium XP

Single Platinum 60k Iridium XP

Double Platinum 100k Iridium XP

Iridium fine wire 120k replace only with Iridium
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State Of The Art
In the last 10 years, coil on plug ignitions have become 

pretty much standard on most vehicles. This ignition 

has many advantages. The OE can precisely control 

ignition timing events for each cylinder, managing the 

engine for maximum performance, fuel economy and 

emissions. The ignition coils are much smaller and many 

have outputs far below the old school large coils. This 

led to the development of what are called “fine wire” 

spark plugs. The center electrode is made very small in 

diameter compared to conventional spark plugs. This 

tiny center wire requires far less voltage to fire, making 

the small coils efficient. The tiny center wires require a 

different metallurgy to remain robust and durable. That is 

where iridium alloy spark plugs come in. By making the 

center wire from some pretty exotic materials like iridium 

and rhodium, the spark plug center wires can be made as 

small as .6mm and still have up to 120,000-mile durability. 

Autolite also adds a platinum button on the side wire of its 

iridium spark plugs, so they may be used in DIS ignitions.

Rule Of Thumb 
– Always Ok To 
Upgrade, Not Ok 
To Downgrade!
If you look at the chart above, it is always a nice 

upgrade for your customers to replace copper core, 

single platinum or double platinum spark plugs with 

Autolite XP Iridium spark plugs. Yes, they cost a little 

more, but last a lot longer and offer improved engine 

performance and emissions. Just like we look out for 

our customers by recommending oil changes and other 

maintenance when needed, do your customers a favor 

and recommend a spark plug change when the OE 

service interval comes around, and always use the same 

or better spark plug metallurgy for best results.
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